International students take advantage of the pacific northwest’s ample outdoor activities
Opinion

From the Editor

September 17, 2014

Birthdays can be fun, but they can also be stressful. For some people, they are a reminder of things left unaccomplished. They are a time that makes you look back on the things you did not do. For some, they are a reason to party. They are a celebration of surviving another year in this crazy world. Personally, I am not much into my own birthday, but I love other people’s.

When my friends or family celebrate their birthday, I think about how different my life would be without that person. Every time, I am grateful that I have them in my life. I would like to take this opportunity to say Happy Birthday to my friend and assistant editor, Dallas Callahan.

This wonderful lady sacrifices a lot of her time to help make this newspaper happen, including spending the evening of her birthday going to a meeting and delivering papers around campus. If you see her on campus this week, tell her happy birthday!

Lindsey Keatts

I’m ready for Fall.

Summer is great, but it’s the middle of September. Mornings are colder, though it’s hot by noon. That always bugs me. I never know how to dress; I either end up too warm or too cold.

We are already a month into the semester, and the weather change seems slow to come this year. I am ready for jeans, boots and sweaters. Oh, and pumpkin spice lattes. Yum. Sure, I will soon be wishing it was summer again, but we always seem to want things that we can’t have, or in this case, that we have to wait for. That’s OK, but right now, it’s time to change the season.

Come on Mother Nature, it’s time to start turning those leaves and dropping the temperature a little. Autumn is coming, and some of us are ready for it.

Dallas Callahan
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The poor college student verus the world

Many factors are thought of when you start College, where am I going to live? How am I going to pay for school? What do I want to major in? One, I’m sure in many of our cases is, how am I going to afford life, outside of class? Sure, some students have wonderful parents who can provide all of this for you, which is great! But, what about us poor college kids that don’t? How many of us are living on the ramen and mac and cheese diet? Anyone? My first shot in a college setting, my roommate and I only ate those items, for months!

Even eating in the dining hall in the Sub can prove to be pretty spendy to some of us who want to grab a quick bite between classes, but don’t want to leave campus. Let’s not forget, the additional need for clothes, shoes, winter items, car maintenance, and so many more costs we don’t seem to factor in until it’s presented to us.

Then there are living expenses, if you’re living in dorms, you probably have that handled. Otherwise you’re living with enough roommates that privacy isn’t as much of an option as one would hope for. Or, you’re working a full time job outside of school to not have to share space. More power to the last one, that’s brave!

The last cost, and the largest cost I fall under, as I’m sure some of you do as well, is the cost of childcare. I’ve read articles stating childcare has risen to the same cost of attending college itself! This hurdle is the hardest if you’re in this situation, you’re in college to further education to provide for your family, but the cost for your children to be cared for while in attendance is almost the same amount as the amount of your tuition. Hooray to those living in Idaho! There are options for you to receive assistance in this matter, however for Asotin County folks, this is unfortunately not an option.

How do we poor college kids survive the stress of our classes and homework, our expenses, and life outside of campus? I suppose this is why minimum wage jobs are so popular. They can pay you next to nothing, so you can earn your way through school... on a tight budget that is.

Michelle Tiecke

of The Pathfinder
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CAH presents “Add The Words” documentary

By Michelle Tiecke of The Pathfinder

On September 6th and 7th the documentary “Add the Words” was brought to Lewis-Clark State College premiering at the Center of Arts & History.

This documentary created by Michael Gough, and Cammie Pavesic follows the movement for Idaho to add LGBTQ protections to the state Human Rights Act, by adding the words “sexual orientation, and gender identity.”

The stories told by those who have been directly impacted, and those who have lost loved ones, gave the audience a comprehensive look into this discrimination in Lewiston based on sexual orientation and gender. The ordinance passed its first reading on Monday, September 8th and will have two more readings to come. Paulette Jordan, spoke briefly of her platform, and the work she hopes to accomplish at the state house in regards to adding the words.

If you are an Idaho resident you can follow Jordan in her journey to create change. For residence of the LC Valley, city council meetings will be held September 22nd, and October 27th. You can get more information about this cause at the meetings. The Add the Words campaign is continuing to promote awareness. Interested parties can donate to the campaign at http://www.addthewordsmovie.com/

WEB brings students an entertaining musician

By Chase Murphy of The Pathfinder

Armed with a single guitar and a voice somewhere between Gavin Degraw and Jonny Lang, singer-songwriter Austin Renfroe entertained students with his blend of soulful pop tunes and witty humor.

On Wednesday students were treated to a one hour long concert by the Atlanta native. After opening with his catchy original song “Can’t Bring Us Down”, he took the audience back to their childhood with a medley of love songs from various Disney films.

Nineties nostalgia was a popular theme for the night. “The songs that came out in the nineties were really the ones that influenced me the most”, says Renfroe.

Following the Disney medley, Renfroe performed hits from The Backstreet Boys and NSYNC as well as Edwin McCain’s “I’ll Be”. The audience, while shy at first, couldn’t resist singing along.

Between songs Renfroe would entertain with stories from his life. The crowd had a laugh at his experience on the hit show “The Voice” and swooned when he told the story of meeting his wife.

After showing off his High School Musical inspired stage moves he ended on a humorous note with Britney Spears’ “Baby One More Time”. It was clear that Austin Renfroe had flawlessly won over the students as there was immediately a crowd surrounding his merchandise table following the show. With his long list of accomplishments it wasn’t much of a surprise that he knew how to work a crowd.

Although coming from a musical family, it was a high school crush that first inspired the now twenty-seven year old to pick up the guitar. “There was a girl that I really liked. She had a boyfriend that played guitar so I was like ‘ah I need to learn how to play guitar,’ “

It wasn’t too long before his love for music took over and he forgot about his former crush. That is until he performed at her wedding.

Since moving to Nashville to pursue music full-time Renfroe seems to have luck on his side. His most recent accomplishment came when he got a call from Disney. “It has always been a dream of mine to have one of my songs featured in a Disney film...just as longs as it’s not John Carter two.” While he hasn’t been told yet which movie his song “Break Your Heart” will be featured in he promises to let fans know the second he finds out.

When asked what it takes to be a professional musician in today’s world Austin had this advice: “It depends on the level of success you want to obtain and what success is to you. The level at which you want to be successful is really just how much time and money you are willing to invest and that’s really the limit. Talent aside, it’s really about how much you want to pursue it.”

Austin hopes to have his official website up and running in a few weeks but until then fans can keep up with him through his twitter account by following @AustinRenfroe.

The Pathfinder is hiring!

We are looking for several students to write for us for the upcoming year. We need people to write reviews, opinions, cover campus events, and write about campus sports. If you are interested, please stop by SUB 201 or send an email to thepathfinder@lcmail.lcsc.edu

Benefits include:
- Paid positions -- earn some extra $$
- Real life experience – good for resume building
- Flexible hours
- Free pizza!

No experience needed!
LCSC Student dies in car crash

On Sept. 12, LCSC student Sammuel Thompson died as the result of a car crash on 195. Thompson, a Colfax native was traveling northbound between Pullman and Colfax when he crossed the center line and collided with a semi. Thompson succumbed to his injuries. The driver of the semi sustained only minor injuries. Washington State Patrol was determined that drugs and alcohol were not contributing factors, and Thompson was wearing his seat belt at the time of the accident. The driver of the semi involved received only minor injuries.

LCSC Small Business Development Center develops small workshops

The Idaho Small Business Development Center (ISBDC) at Lewis-Clark State College has released a new fall 2014 workshop schedule. North Central Idaho participants are able to attend workshops in Lewiston normally costing $45 for just $15 while USDA scholarships last.

All the workshops in the Business Essentials Series will be held from 5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. in Sam Glenn Complex, Room 121 on the LCSC campus.

The first workshop in the series is Entrepreneurial Essentials on September 16. The instructors are Barbara Leachman, ISBDC Region II Director and attorney Paul Burris. This workshop is designed for those looking at starting or changing their business. Topics include value propositions, risks, names, comparing legal structures, propositions, risks, names, business. Topics include value propositions, risks, names, comparing legal structures, asset protection, regulations, intellectual property, taxes, and social media.

The third workshop is Website Success with SEO (Search Engine Optimization) and Marketing on September 29. Jeff Purcell of Inland Solutions is the instructor and will provide information on getting potential customers to your website. Search Engine Optimization is part art and part science. Using the right words and marketing to the right people will be explained.

Pre-registration is required for all workshops. For more information please contact Dr. Leif Hoffmann at lshoffmann@lcsc.edu or 208.792.2818.

Capital punishment focus of Constitution Day panel at LCSC

In recognition of Constitution Day, a panel and audience discussion on the topic of Capital Punishment and the 8th Amendment will take place at Lewis-Clark State College on Wednesday, September 17. The public is invited to attend this event at 6 p.m. in Sacajawea Hall, Room 115.

Panel members include LCSC Political Science Professor Emeritus Dr. Richard Moore; Professor of Justice Studies Dr. Gene Straughan; Assistant Professor of Political Science Dr. Leif Hoffmann; Assistant Professor of Political Science Dr. Timothy Lynch; Assistant Professor of History Dr. Amanda Van Lanen; and Justice Studies Instructor Angela Wartel.

For more information please contact Dr. Leif Hoffmann at lshoffmann@lcsc.edu or 208.792.2818.
International students learn outdoor skills

Jin Choi of The Pathfinder

Studying abroad is not only a chance to learn other language, but it also great opportunity to experience other cultures. LCSC has about 100 international students who are participating either in undergraduate programs or Institute of Intensive English (IIE). LCSC’s IIE program has opened an outdoor skills class this semester as part of IIE program. Because of the class, IIE students have an opportunity to experience American culture by learning outdoor skills.

According to Vanessa Botts, who is the instructor of the outdoor skills class, “the outdoor skills class is a course designed to provide students with the opportunity to improve their English skills while also learning useful, practical outdoor skills at Hell’s Gate State Park. We meet once a week for two hours at a time.” She also said, “The goal of this class is to give international students the opportunity to enjoy nature, gain useful skills and improve their English. The students can learn English not only from a lecture, but they also can learn English throughout their experience like camping, bird watching, hiking, water safety, and outdoor activities.”

Han-byul Park, one of students, who is taking Outdoor Skills, said, “I love this class. It is hard to memorize English words through a lecture. However, this class gives me an opportunity to learn English through seeing and experiencing. A thousand hearings are not worth one seeing.”

Another student Inyoung Bae also said, “I can have an opportunity to experience American culture throughout this class. I can have both fun and credit! This is awesome!”

LCSC IIE office has plans to continue to offer this class as often as possible in the future. Once again this class is for IIE students, and any IIE students are welcome to join!
Book Review

All the world’s a stage

By Moriah Hale
of The Pathfinder

There has always been a sort of magic in the world of theater. But what if the magic was real? The prose that brings people to their feet also gives a breath of life to the characters that they might live their story.

For Bertie, most of her life has revolved around the stage and the many characters that come to life at the rise of the curtain. Welcome to the Théâtre Illuminata, creation of the brilliant author Lisa Mantchev. In Mantchev’s book, “Eyes Like Stars”, the theater characters are real, bound to the Théâtre by the Book: The Complete Works of Shakespeare Smith otherwise known as Bertie, has come to call the Théâtre home. An orphan, Bertie struggles to find a place amid the theater life, always causing a little chaos. Be it painting over scenes at age seven, to setting off a cannon, blowing a hole in three set pieces, and setting the fire curtain on fire. This seems to be the last straw for the Theater Manager who regrettably explains to Bertie that she must leave the Théâtre.

Desperate to stay among those she calls family, Bertie convinces the Theater Manager to give her one more chance to stay, but only if she can find a way to contribute to the workings of the Company. With the help of the three fairies from “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”, and Nate, a dashing pirate from “The Little Mermaid”, Bertie tries her hand at directing.

Problems ensue with sabotage by the Stage Manager and then when the airy spirit, Ariel from the “Tempest”, tries to leave the Théâtre by tearing his page from the Book. With the Théâtre in shambles from the destruction of the Book, Nate is captured by the Sea Witch.

Bertie works to bring the place back to its former glory, and at the production of her play, “How Bertie Came to the Theater”, she learns some truths about her past, namely the identity of her mother. The book ends with Bertie taking her leave of the Théâtre with Ariel and the three fairies in search of Nate and her estranged father.

When I first came upon this book, I was fascinated by the cover alone. The words within kept me entranced. Mantchev worked magic creating such a spellbinding story where the characters do indeed jump off the page.

Reading this book for the first time was like delving into the pages and seeing the story come alive before my eyes. I love the thought that all the characters in all the plays ever written are more than just words on a page, that the 'actors' are their characters. Mantchev’s “Eyes Like Stars” might have been written for a younger audience, but not to unlike the Harry Potter series or any other Young Adult book out there, I believe anyone would enjoy the creativity brought about in her books. I would not hesitate to sit back, relax, and forget the world around me with such a good book as this.

"Perchance to Dream", Mantchev’s second book in the series is high on my Books to Read list. Excuse me while I curl up on the couch, drink some tea, and lose myself in a good book.

Meet the Writer

Chase Murphy
of The Pathfinder

Hi I’m Chase. I’m a guitar instructor, aspiring filmmaker, and a writer. I’ve lived all over Idaho and have recently moved back to the valley from Post Falls. I graduated from Lewiston High School in 2009 and I’ve been going to college on and off for the past three years. I’m currently a communication arts major but I’m sure that will change a few times.

Up until recently I never considered myself to be a writer. It wasn’t until I fell in love with movies and tried my hand at screenwriting that I found I enjoyed the process. Since then I’ve dabbled in other forms of fiction but my heart is still in visual storytelling. I’m planning on making a short film this coming summer and entering it into some film festivals after the New Year.

Before my love of film I was dead set on becoming a session guitarist. I have been a guitarist for twelve years now. I’ve studied everything from pop and country to classical and jazz. I even taught a course in classical guitar here at LCSC. I’m really proud of that.

When I’m not in school or teaching I’m usually on YouTube browsing instructional videos on whatever over-my-head project I happen to be working on that week. I’m a lot like my dad in that way.

I’m excited and, to be honest, quite surprised to be writing for The Pathfinder this semester. So far I’ve really enjoyed it and in conducting interviews and attending events I’ve had to step out of my comfort zone and discover new things about myself which is always a good thing.

The McGregor Company
Port of Wilma Fertilizer Terminal & Blending Facility

Part Time/Seasonal Loaders Needed

Load and unload fertilizer into or from rail cars or trucks using material moving equipment. May perform a variety of other tasks relating to shipment of products. Set up, operate, or tend machines to mix or blend materials. Forklift experience, ability to lift 50 pounds, attention to detail.

Drug free workplace
Application at www.mcgregor.com; email to hr@mcgregor.com
Movie Review

By Chase Murphy
of The Pathfinder

It is often said that in life, when one door closes another door opens. Change can be difficult especially when unplanned, but some find comfort in the belief that everything happens for a reason.

In the movie, “The Hundred-Foot Journey”, after the Kadam family loses their restaurant and mother to a village raid they set off to make a new life for themselves. While travelling through Europe their van breaks down just outside of a small French town. They are taken in by Marguerite (Charlotte Le Bon), a sous chef working for the town’s most prestigious restaurant run by Madame Mallory (Helen Mirren). The Kadam family’s second eldest son Hassan (Manish Dayal) is immediately taken with Marguerite and they bond over their shared love of cooking.

Despite protests from his children, Papa Kadam (Om Puri) feels drawn to the town and decides to reopen the family’s restaurant directly across the street (one-hundred feet to be exact) from the prestigious French restaurant. This of course does not go over well with Madame Mallory and the two restaurateurs begin feuding.

It isn’t until Madame Mallory takes notice of young Hassan’s culinary skills that she begins to take the new family seriously. After a rather humorous negotiation she convinces Papa Kadam to let Hassan train in her kitchen.

After only a year, Hassan’s brilliantly unconventional culinary skills earn the French restaurant its second Michelin Star, an honor presented only to the finest of European restaurants. Word of his skills travels fast and he is offered a job at a restaurant in Paris that is working towards earning its third Michelin Star.

Director Lasse Halström does a fine job taking what most would consider to be an unexciting subject and turning it into an entertaining film. Those who have seen his 1993 drama “What’s Eating Gilbert Grape” or his 2000 romantic drama “Chocolat” will be familiar with his slower paced but still engaging style of storytelling.

Although predictable to the very end, the charming scenery and the amusing relationship between Mirren and Puri’s characters was more than enough to keep things interesting for two hours.

One of the best moments in the film comes after Hassan has lost himself in his new identity as a celebrity chef. He meets an aspiring chef from a village nearby the one in which he had grown up and they share a meal cooked with spices traditional to their culture. Although this movie doesn’t have your standard climax and resolution, this is a pivotal moment for Hassan and leads us into the conclusion of the film and his return home.

If you’re a fan of Halström’s work or just looking to watch something light with a good mix of drama and comedy you really can’t go wrong with this film.

Take a trip and watch “The Hundred-Foot Journey”
Game Review

Try out “Titanfall”

Freddie Means of The Pathfinder

“Titanfall” (Xbox One, Xbox 360)

In the future, there will be giant robots; brutal war machines that spew rockets and fire and bullets from their cold, metal fists – the kind that tear down cities and decimate entire populations. Luckily, that time is not yet upon us and we don’t have to worry about giant robots getting into genocidal Kool-Aid-Man-esque shenanigans. In the meantime though, you can live out your violent robot destruction fantasies through “Titanfall.”

You play as a nameless “pilot” (a person who pilots “titans,” the giant robots from the game’s namesake) in the distant future where two factions are battling it out for what little resources are left on the planet (or planets, the game does not make this very clear). There’s really no story and what I’ve written there pretty much sums it up. The game does not include a separate single player campaign, but integrates it into the multiplayer.

Those same campaign maps double as the competitive multiplayer maps – they are, literally, the exact same maps. Though there are some interactions between characters during the missions for the sake of providing a narrative, they are at best forgettable; at their worst, they’re an annoyance, since it’s very blatant that that portion of the game was simply tacked-on as an afterthought. But you definitely don’t buy “Titanfall” for a strong single-player narrative (or lack thereof) – you buy it for the multiplayer.

“Titanfall” doesn’t feel new, at all – Respawn Entertainment was started by former Infinity Ward members Jason West and Vince Zampella after a dispute and falling out with Activision – as a matter of fact, “Titanfall” plays near identically to Call of Duty. The major exception (among others) to this is the inclusion of titans, a giant robot that the player can deploy and jump into mid-match. Their addition into the multiplayer mode change the dynamics of an online match while still managing to retain that fast-paced Call of Duty style multiplayer; the titans help make an old formula feel fresh again.

Typically, the first team that manages to drop their titans has an advantage over the opposing team. This doesn’t mean that the titans are totally overpowered - titans are actually somewhat frail if not utilized carefully and when one titan is getting attacked by two or three other players, there is a good chance the player controlling that titan will die. Even one pilot can effectively harass or destroy a careless player controlling a titan. It’s also worth noting that the titans are not chunky like the mechs of games past - they are responsive, agile and easy to control and maneuver.

Alongside the titans, there are some other tweaks to the standard Call of Duty style multiplayer. Several bots (AI enemies) spawn and scatter throughout the maps during a match. They provide little to no challenge and serve only one purpose: to populate the game’s giant maps, which would otherwise feel empty, since only twelve players can play at once.

The maps, which are orientated towards domination/capture the flag game modes, are fairly large because they need to accommodate both titans and players along with the objectives for said game modes; these large maps make the game feel, at times, like an offline bot match. “Titanfall” also makes one other notable departure from the Call of Duty series: movement. In “Titanfall”, there is a large emphasis on vertical movement - you can pretty much do parkour, along with being able to double jump, thanks to your trusty cool-guy jetpack. No longer are you forced to run up a set of narrow stairs to deal with twelve year old camper who is spewing nonsense and hate from his tiny prepubescent mouth - you can now just jump through the window next to him. The freedom of movement is really enjoyable and adds a lot of depth to the game.

Though the Call of Duty formula has grown fairly stale over the last seven installments of the franchise, there is a reason that the ever predictable Call of Duty games sell huge numbers consistently: the multiplayer component is always good and you’ll definitely find something comparable, maybe even better here. If you’re looking for a strong single-player game, something with a half decent narrative or dislike competitive multiplayer, then absolutely avoid this game like the plague.

Try out “Titanfall”
Senate Summary

Meeting held Sept. 9, 2014

By Kaleena Chamberlin of The Pathfinder

• ASLCSC adopted the “Think About It” program which is directed as raising awareness about abuse, substance abuse, assault, rape and similar things. The program will open in October. More details TBA.
• There is a push to get hand sanitizers for the Student Union building.
• $5,075 was set aside from the senate’s budget to purchase space for two ads placed in the Pathfinder every issue for the entire year. The first being Campus Calendar and the second being any ad ASLCSC deems appropriate.
• There is an insurance company interested in offering insurance to students. To be discussed more at a later date.
• In February the Literacy Council will be hosting Trivia B. ASLCSC is invited to participate and team up with the faculty senate.

By Samantha Gump & Sarah Rogers of The Pathfinder

Do not underestimate the will of microorganisms to survive. While performing routine maintenance, the Russian Kocmohabt astronauts aboard the International Space Station discovered traces of sea plankton on the station’s outer hull. According to Vladimir Solovyev, the leader of the Russian team, the plankton were found alive.

This is not the first time living bacteria and microbes have been observed in space. Over the past few years several studies have been conducted on the space station to determine the lifespan of specific microorganisms. These studies have shown that bacteria and other various microbes are in fact capable of surviving and adapting in high Earth orbit.

There has been much debate to this story as Dan Huot, the representative for NASA says “As far as we’re concerned, we haven’t heard any official reports from our Roscosmos colleagues that they’ve found sea plankton.” However, if plankton was indeed found, data discovered in the Russian’s research could help advance arguments that deal with life piggybacking from planet to planet on mobile objects like comets and meteors. Also, Russian data could help to develop theories about our own evolutionary origins, speculates livescience.com.

As of now, there has been no definite answer as to how the plankton was able to attach itself to the hull, when it did so and where it came from. The portion where the plankton was discovered, launched from Kazakhstan, where this plankton is not indigenous. However, it could have been contaminated with the plankton via other parts and mechanisms that are sent to the teams says Lynn Rothschild and Vladimir Solovyev.

While we will not be performing the right of R’uustai with Klingons any time soon, the drive and ingenuity of the species that currently inhabit our planet is extraordinary and could lead to many breakthroughs within our lifetime and could answer questions about our past.
Warrior golf teams keeping pace with leaders in season opener

The Lewis-Clark State College golf teams are right in the thick of things as the 2014-15 golf season got underway at the Frontier Conference invite, hosted by Montana Tech, on Monday. After day one of the two-day tournament, the Warrior women are tied for first with Westminster, while the men are just four strokes back of Rocky Mountain.

“Gorgeous day. Overall, it was a great day for golf,” said LCSC head coach Paul Thompson, who begins his 13th season with the program. “I just think we’ll play better tomorrow, and I think both teams should be able to win.”

LCSC’s women’s team tied Westminster with an 18-hole team total of 332, while Carroll is third at 350.

Kayla Monroe, a freshman from Tumwater, Wash., shot an 80 for the team’s best round of the day. Karina Davila, a junior who is primed to lead the Warriors after earning first team all-league honors last year, came in at 81, Brianna Hadler was next at 83, and then came Allison Kadinger at 88.

“I think the women played well,” Thompson said. “Our No. 1 player struggled and we’re still tied… I think we have a pretty good shot at winning tomorrow.”

On the men’s side, the Warriors stand at 583 after 36 holes, just off the pace of Rocky Mountain’s 579. Westminster is third (592) and Carroll fourth (599).

Chris Lien, a junior from Heppner, Ore., leads the Warriors and all players with a two-round total of 141 (71-70). Joseph MacAulay is second on the team (146), James Walkinshaw third (150), and Tanner Priest and Kurt Simmons are tied for fourth (151). Non-scoring player Isaiah Ojeda turned in a 149.

“He’s improved a lot. He keeps the ball in play,” Thompson said of Lien. “But I think all of our guys can shoot better tomorrow. It’s just a matter of getting used to the greens.”

Both the men and women will play a final 18 holes on Tuesday to determine the winner of the first of three Frontier tournaments. The second league event will be played in Great Falls, Mont., in October, while the third and final contest will be held in Salt Lake City, Utah, next spring. The team with the best combined score from these tournaments wins the regular season title.

Energized by a very spirited crowd, the Lewis-Clark State College volleyball team roared past Montana State University-Northern in its home and Frontier Conference opening match at the Activity Center on Thursday night. The Warriors outhit the Skylights .320 to .000 and swept the match 25-19, 25-12, 25-13.

Warrior head coach LaToya Harris pointed to the crowd of 673, mostly LCSC students, as a difference maker.

“They really focused on feeding off the energy, rather than being nervous to play,” Harris said of her players. “The support we have from everyone is good, but the support from the students really fires them up. They were performing for their peers, and they played on another level tonight. A level that I have not seen yet this year.”

The level was good enough to help the Warriors breeze through a team that beat them twice last year, including a 3-1 loss at the Activity Center.

Leading the charge was junior outside hitter Treneisha Doyle and senior middle blocker Chelsea Strong.

“It’s awesome being back home. It was the best way in
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WARRIORS ROSE Northern in home, league opener

Chelsea Strong, from Gresham, Ore., was equally impressive as she turned in 10 kills, hit .438, and collected three block assists and one solo block.

“Chelsea is hungry,” said Harris. “She’s told me she doesn’t care what happens—she’s going to put every ball down and block everything that comes her way. That’s her mindset.”

Fellow blocker Desiree Nielson seems to share the mindset as she turned in match highs of four block assists and two solo blocks. Overall, the Warriors out-blocked Northern 10-3.

Robyn Schirmer did the setting work for LCSC and, despite it being only a three-set match, ended up with a season-high 36 assists. She also added two aces and six digs. Russia Robinson led all players in digs with 15.

Lewis-Clark State hit over .300 in all three sets, while Northern (4-10, 0-1) hit its best percentage of .172 in the opening set. None of the Skylights hit above .150 against LCSC’s solid defense.

The Warriors are now 6-5 overall with a 1-0 record in league play. On Saturday, they’ll face another Frontier Conference foe in the University of Great Falls (8-6, 0-1). First serve is at 2 p.m.
Biting is not a career killer

by Allison Richards of The Pathfinder

Most of us stop biting other people around the age of 5, but not for Luis Suárez. At 27 years old Suárez has bitten three different opponents in the last 4 years.

The most recent bite took place in the 2014 World Cup, as Suárez represented Uruguay, he bit an Italian team member on the shoulder during the match.

The bit went unpunished during the game.

Suárez was soon received his punishment and was suspended from all football activity for 4 months. This suspension did not even allow him to enter a stadium.

The Uruguay striker has unbelievable talent and is entitled one of the best players in the world. In his 2013-2014 season he was announced PFA Player of the Year. It is unfortunate that such a gifted athlete feels the need to be so aggressive and bite people.

Despite his usual history of biting, Barcelona bought the player for 75 million euros, which is almost 100 million in U.S. currency. This transfer from Liverpool is one on the most expensive transfers in football history.

Suárez will be making his debut on the field with Barcelona against Real Madrid on Oct. 25 and the whole world will be watching to see if the biter continues his acts of aggression.

LCSC golf teams finish as runners-up to Westminster

Lewis Clark State College press release

Both golf teams from Westminster College caught fire on Tuesday, resulting in a pair of second-place finishes for Lewis-Clark State College. The Warrior men were clipped by the Griffins at 221, Kurt Simmons had a 223 and Tanner Priest had a 232. Non-scoring freshman Isaiah Ojeda shot a 221, while Kenneth Stroupe ended the tournament at 241.

The LCSC women opened the day tied for the lead with the Griffins at 332, but couldn’t keep pace and finished at 665 to finish 13th-place finish at nationals, was led by freshman Kayla Monroe who shot an 83 on Tuesday to total 63 overall. Karina Davila was next at 168, then Brianna Hadler (170), Holly Hodges (172), and Allison Kadinger (182). Non-scoring players included Olivia Anderson (178), Janci Spoo (183), and Trista Webb (204).

“The girls are young, but they hit the ball hard and are very strong,” said Thompson. “Some of it was nerves. Get another tournament in them and they’ll be fine.”

The next event on the Warriors’ slate is the second Frontier Conference tournament, this one coming on Oct. 6-7 in Great Falls, Mont.

“I was really pretty pleased with both teams,” said Thompson. “We’ve got fairly new teams on both sides, and we were in the hunt.

Warriors stave off Argo uprising

Lewis Clark State College press release

The Lewis-Clark State College volleyball team fought off the University of Great Falls to pick up its second straight league win at Activity Center on Saturday afternoon. The Warriors were dominant at times but the Argos pushed it to five sets before falling 25-27, 25-16, 25-13, 19-25, 15-12.

With the victory LCSC moves to 2-0 in the Frontier Conference with a 7-5 mark overall. Great Falls dips to 0-2 and 8-7.

Saturday’s match came down to which team could impose its attack plan on the other. When the Argos dictated the rhythm, as in sets one and four, the volleys were long and scrappy with defense playing a big role in UGF’s success. When the Warriors took command and played their game, as in sets two and three, the volleys were short and ended abruptly with a big block or an aggressive swing.

“We were playing not to lose,” LCSC head coach LaToya Harris said about the sets that went awry. “When we try to ease the ball in instead of being aggressive, I think that helped Great Falls to get into their flow and offense.”

Set five had mixed results as the Warriors opened with a couple blocks and a few kills to take leads of 7-1 and 10-4, but the Argos made it interesting, fighting their way back to 13-11. LCSC took two of the last three volleys though thanks to a kill from Treneisha Doyle, and then a game-ending slam by Desiree Nielson.

The Warriors hit .348 in the final set and finished with a small .212 to .173 advantage in hitting percentage and a 10 to 8.5 lead in blocks.

“Our blocking improved tremendously. We weren’t blocking at all (in the first set),” Harris said. “We fixed that and it helped us come together.”

Much of this was due to the play of Nielson who hit .424 with a team-high 16 kills and six block assists. Chelsey Strong also had a hand in turning the team’s blocking game around as she totaled nine kills, a solo block, and three block assists.

The Warriors served better than Great Falls throughout the match, ending up with five aces against eight service errors. Doyle and Marissa Verduci had two aces. The Argos had two aces and 10 errors.

Verduci also tallied 10 kills to go with a number of spectacular digs. She finished with 15 digs, while libero Russia Robinson had 17 and UGF’s quick-footed libero, Jacey Habets, tallied 25.

Warrior JaLisa Jose added 10 digs along with eight blocks.

UGF was led by Madison Wilhelms’s 19 kills, most of which came from the sets of Dani Norling who had 48 assists.

Warrior setters Robyn Schirmer and Ali Hubert tallied 35 and 31 assists, respectively.

“I’m very excited. I’m proud of them,” said Harris of her players. “Coming off of a tough schedule and a few losses in the preseason to come out 2-0 is good, but we head to Butte next week to play a team that beat (UGF) in three so it’s not going to get easier.”
**Word on the Street**

By Freddie Means

**What’s your favorite hobby?**

Nathan Young  
Major: Pre-Engineering/Business Management  
Year: Freshman  
“Swimming because it’s relaxing and you get a good workout.”

Jared Nau  
Major: Sports Administration/Kinesiology  
Year: Senior  
“Pool because it needs a lot of strategy.”

Vance Ahlstrom  
Major: Computer Science  
Year: Freshman  
“Dodgeball because it’s a strategy against dodging balls.”

Carol Lewis  
Major: Nursing  
Year: Junior  
“I like playing with my dogs. They make me happy - they’re cute.”

Makinze Gering  
Major: Nursing  
Year: Freshman  
“Camping, just because I love being outdoors. I’ve made a lot of good memories camping.”

---

**Abbreviation Key**

- **Clubs and Organizations**
  - ASLCSC - Associated Students of Lewis-Clark State College  
  - WEB - Warrior Entertainment Board  
  - RHA - Residence Hall Association  
  - BSO - Business Student Organization  
  - ISNA - Idaho Student Nurse’s Association  
  - AHS - Ambassador Honor Society  
  - SOSW - Student Organizations for Social Workers  
  - GSA - Gay-Sexuality Alliance  
  - BPA - Business Professionals of America

- **Buildings**
  - SUB - Student Union Building  
  - SUB Sol South - SUB Solarium South  
  - SAC - Sacajawea Hall  
  - SGC - Sam Glenn Complex  
  - TJH - Thomas Jefferson Hall  
  - MLH - Meriwether Lewis Hall  
  - Music - on the corner of 8th st. & 11th ave  
  - Pi’amkinwaas - on the corner opposite the Music Building on 8th street and 11th ave  
  - RCC - River City Church

---

**Campus Calendar**

*Sponsored by your Student Government, ASLCSC*

Submit your club event information to asbmedia@lcsc.edu

**Tuesday September 16**

4pm Stanley Hike Pre-Trip Meeting (ACW 114)

**Wednesday September 17**

4pm GSA meeting; electing officials (SUB 141)  
6pm Badminton (ACW Aux)  
6pm Capital Punishment of Constitution Day Panel (SAC 115)

**Thursday September 18**

10am Nez Perce County Fair  
(1229 Burrell Ave, County Fairgrounds)  
4:15pm BSO Meeting (TJH 108)  
4:30 ASLCSC Student Gov. Round Table Meeting (SUB 225)  
7pm Game Night (SUB - Lower Level)

**Friday September 19**

10am Nez Perce County Fair  
(1229 Burrell Ave, County Fairgrounds)  
3:30pm West Wash U. Prof. talks on Oso Landslide (MLH 100)  
5pm West Wash U. Prof. talks on Oso Landslide (MLH 100)  
7pm LCSC Hum Prof. Okey Goode Reading Short Fiction (Center for Arts and History)

**Saturday September 20**

10am Nez Perce County Fair  
(1229 Burrell Ave, County Fairgrounds)  
1pm First Loggers Football Game  
(Kibbie Dome - Moscow, ID)  
2:45pm Pool Party (Talkington Hall for Carpool)  
5pm Sound Downtown/Farmers Mrkt. (523 D. St.)

**Sunday September 21**

10am Nez Perce County Fair  
(1229 Burrell Ave, County Fairgrounds)

**Tuesday September 23**

6pm Pool Tournament (SUB - Gaming Room)

**Wednesday September 24**

6pm Caddy Hack Night Golf Tournament  
(Bryden Canyon Golf Course)